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Honduras, primary America, 1885 Carriage damaged down in an remoted quarter of important
America, deserted by means of her consultant and surrounded via bandits, Marta Swan appeals
to good-looking Ramon Santiago for rescue. A quick trip on horseback takes them to a distant
fortress The Viking Crown nestled within the mountains, the place Marta is welcomed by means
The Viking Crown of Ramon's employer, an enigmatic, red-bearded guy recognized in the
course of the quarter because the Viking. Marta is surprised and terrified to find the Viking is a
madman who believes her to be the reincarnation of a misplaced princess. The Viking
possesses nice treasure, a golden crown and an old medallion, which males are looking for and
should kill to own. every little thing will depend on Marta's discovering her archaeologist coworker, Alan Avery, who has due to their paintings ventured into Honduras and has vanished
into the jungle. yet Ramon, who Marta now realizes is appearing as her own bodyguard, won't
let her to escape.
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